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Introduction 

The replacement of screen-film image receptors by fiill-field digital image 

receptors may increase the visibility of lesions, especially those within glandular tissues, 

by decoupling image acquisition and image display. With digital mammography, there 

should be no loss of contrast within fibroglandular tissues. The effects of the 

characteristic curve of screen-fihn systems are eliminated and similar contrast resolution 

should exist among all breast tissues. Digital mammography systems permit user- 

adjustment of image display to maximize contrast resolution within specific tissues of 

interest. Thus, digital mammography has the potential to increase lesion visibility, 

especially improving the visibility of lesions in dense breasts, and the potential to 

decrease errors of perception and interpretation, again especially in dense breasts. 

This projects will optimize techniques to improve the detection and diagnosis of 

breast cancer using fiiU-field digital mammography and compare them to screen-fihn 

mammography. If our hypotheses are correct, this study will result in optimized clinical 

techniques for mammography sites and provide a solution for an important and difficult 

area for current mammography: lesion detection in thicker, denser breasts. Finally, this 

study should provide and answer to the question of how digital mammography compares 

to screen-fihn mammography in the detection of breast lesions. 



Description of training and research accomplishments 

This project continued in the second year with work focused on analyzing the data 

and writing a manuscript for publication. Statistical analysis was performed using the 

SAS software package comparing contrast-detail scores and looking for trends among 

different target-filter combinations as kilo-voltage peak values were increased. From 

this, a manuscript was written titled "Optimization of technique factors for a silicon diode 

array full-field digital mammography system and comparison to screen-film 

manmiography with matched average glandular dose" (see appendix A). This paper 

represents a significant amount of work and presents the majority of results fi-om this 

project to date. The paper was accepted for publication in Medical Physics for March 

2003. 

What remains to be done is to find optimized technique factors for different breast 

compositions at different breast thicknesses for digital mammography. Then, to compare 

these results to screen-film and the aheady measured fifty percent fat/fifty percent 

glandular breast composition data already collected. 

Key Accomplishments 

• Statistical analysis 

• A manuscript 

List of Reportable Outcomes 

• Manuscript written and submitted for publication to Medical Physics titled 

"Optimization of technique factors for a silicon diode array full-field 

digital mammography system and comparison to screen-fihn 

mammography with matched average glandular dose". The manuscript 

was accepted for publication for the March 2003 issue. See appendix A. 
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Optimization of teclinique factors for a silicon diode array full-field digital 
mammography system and comparison to screen-film mammography 
with matched average glandular dose 

Eric A. Bems^' and R. Edward Hendrick 
The Lynn Sage Comprehensive Breast Center, Northwestern University Medical School, Chicago, 
Illinois 60611 

Gary R. Cutter 
Center for Research Design and Statistical Methods, University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada 

(Received 14 May 2002; accepted for publication 16 December 2002) 

Contrast-detail experiments were performed to optimize technique factors for the detection of 
low-contrast lesions using a silicon diode array fiiU-field digital mammography (FFDM) system 
under the conditions of a matched average glandular dose (AGD) for different techniques. Optimi- 
zation was performed for compressed breast thickness from 2 to 8 cm. FFDM results were com- 
pared to screen-film mammography (SFM) at each breast thickness. Four contrast-detail (CD) 
images were acquired on a SFM unit vsdth optimal techniques at 2, 4, 6, and 8 cm breast thick- 
nesses. The AGD for each breast thickness was calculated based on half-value layer (HVL) and 
entrance exposure measurements on the SFM imit. A computer algorithm was developed and used 
to determine FFDM beam current (mAs) that matched AGD between FFDM and SFM at each 
thickness, while varying target, filter, and peak kilovoltage (kVp) across the full range available for 
the FFDM xmit. CD images were tihen acquired on FFDM for kVp values fi-om 23-35 for a 
molybdenum-molybdenum (Mo-Mo), 23-40 for a molybdenum-rhodium (Mo-Rh), and 25-49 
for a rhodium-rhodium (Rh-Rh) target filter under the constraint of matching the AGD fi-om 
screen fihn for each breast thickness (2, 4, 6, and 8 cm). CD images were scored independently for 
SFM and each FFDM technique by six readers; CD scores were analyzed to assess trends as a 
fimction of target-filter and kVp and were compared to SFM at each breast thickness. For 2 cm 
thick breasts, optimal FFDM CD scores occurred at the lowest possible kVp setting for each 
target-filter, witfi significant decreases in FFDM CD scores as kVp was increased imder the con- 
straint of matched AGD. For 2 cm breasts, optimal FFDM CD scores were not significantly differ- 
ent fi-om SFM CD scores. For 4-8 cm breasts, optimum FFDM CD scores were superior to SFM 
CD scores. For 4 cm breasts, FFDM CD scores decreased as kVp increased for each target-filter 
combination. For 6 cm breasts, CD scores decreased slightly as kVp increased for Mo-Mo, but did 
not change significantly as a fimction of kVp for either Mo-Rh or Rh-Rh. For 8 cm breasts, Rh/Rh 
FFDM CD scores were superior to other target-filter combinations and increased significantiy as 
kVp increased. These results indicate that low-contrast lesion detection was optimized for FFDM 
by using a softer x-ray beam for thin breasts and a harder x-ray beam for thick breasts, when AGD 
was kept constant for a given breast thickness. Under this constraint, optimum low-contrast lesion 
detection with FFDM was superior to that for SFM for all but the thinnest breasts. © 2003 
American Association of Physicists in Medicine.   [DOI: 10.1118/1.1544674] 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Screening mairmiography trials have shown that mammogra- 
phy has a sensitivity to breast cancer ranging fi-om 60% to 
90%, with a trend toward lower sensitivity in premenopausal 
women.''^ Several independent analyses have shown that 
missed breast cancers are more likely to occur in radio- 
graphically dense breasts.''"^ It is known that radiographi- 
cally denser breasts have a greater probability of masking 
breast cancers, due to the similar x-ray attenuation properties 
of glandular tissues and breast cancers. The higher the glan- 
dular content of the breast, the greater the probability that 
breast cancer will be obscured by fibroglandular tissues. 

The replacement of screen-film image receptors by fiiU- 
field digital image receptors may increase the visibility of 

lesions, especially those within glandular tissues, by decou- 
pling image acquisition and image display. Digital mammog- 
raphy eliminates the adverse effects of the characteristic 
curve, which reduces contrast in underexposed or overex- 
posed screen-film images. Thus, in digital mammography ad- 
equate contrast resolution should exist among all breast tis- 
sues, as long as signal-to-noise ratios are adequate, since 
digital mammography permits user adjustment of image dis- 
play to maximize contrast resolution within specific tissues 
of interest. Thus, digital mammography has the potential to 
increase lesion visibility, especially improving the visibility 
of lesions in dense breasts, and the potential to decrease er- 
rors of perception and interpretation. Preliminary studies of 
small-field and prototype fiill-field digital image receptors 
using contrast-detail phantoms suggest that digital mam- 

1 Med. Phys. 30 (3), March 2003 
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mography   will   offer   improved   low-contrast   resolution 
capabilities.* 

There have been only a few published studies evaluating 
the influence of technique factors on low-contrast lesion de- 
tection with full-field digital mammography. Previous work 
has been done using MI energy tr^sport model to optimize 
spectral shape for a digital detector usmg a Gd202S scintil- 
lating screen coupled to a solid state CCD photodetector.^ 
That work found that improvements in signal-to-noise ratios 
can be made by choosing different target materials for dif- 
ferent breast thicknesses. Another study evaluated optimized 
technique parameters for a slot-scanning digital mammogra- 
phy system and suggested that optimization can maximize 
image quality and ti^t each system be individually 
optimized. *D ance etal., used measured spectra and Monte 
Carlo simulations to determine the effect of target-filter and 
tube potential on contrast, signal-to-noise ratios, and average 
absorbed doses in both screen-film and generic digital 
mammography.' Huda et al. modeled signal-to-noise ratios 
and breast dose as a function of photon energy in mammog- 
raphy using a figure of merit and assuming a monoenergetic 
x-ray beam.'" The results of these previous studies are rel- 
evant to our study, but measurements were made on different 
detector types or simulations were made for more generic 
digital systems, not for the cesium-iodide silicon diode array 
used in this study. 

Williams etal. evaluated the cesium-iodide amorphous 
silicon detector, along with two other digital mammography 
detectors, by using a "figure of merit" (FOM) as a metric for 
image quality." In their work, FOM was defined as FOM 
= SNR^/AGD, where AGD is the average glandular breast 
dose. Another metric used in the work was to measure the 
contrast-to-noise ratio across a slab of glandular tissue and 
calcified tissue relative to a uniform background. These mea- 
sureirients were taken for 3, 5, and 7 cm thick tissue- 
equivalent phantoms under manual exposures under the con- 
dition of an approximately matched detector signal. 

In this paper, we determined optimized technique factors 
for the detection of low-contrast lesions using a silicon diode 
array full-field digital mammography (FFDM) system. 
FFDM AGD was matched to the AGD for screen-fihn mam- 
mography at each of four breast thicknesses: 2, 4, 6, and 8 
cm. Then, as the target-filter and kVp were varied, FFDM 
AGD was kept constant for a given breast thickness. We 
compared FFDM results to screen-film mammography 
(SFM) results for low-contrast detection at each breast thick- 
ness. This paper differs from the previously cited paper by 
using the detection of simulated low-contrast lesions as the 
detection task and we perform this task under the condition 
of matched AGD to the breast, not matched signal to the 
detector." 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Four contrast-detail (CD) images were acquired at 2, 4, 6, 
and 8 cm breast thicknesses on a SFM unit with optimized 
techniques using the optimization method described by Hen- 
drick etal., with target optical densities in the range of 

FIG. 1. Contrast-detail phantom on image receptor (left) and an x-ray image 
of tlie contrast-detail phantom (right). 

1.55-1.70.'^ A D-shaped uniform CD phantom made of 1 
cm slabs of tissue-equivalent material was used, one section 
of which contained a 9X9 contrast-detail pattern for the as- 
sessment of simulated low-contrast lesions (Fig. 1). The 
contrast-detail phantom was made from tissue-equivalent 
material designed to simulate 50% glandular/50% fatty 
breast tissues (BR 50/50). The phantom was the prototype 
for a digital mammography phantom offered commercially 
(Model 082, Computerized Imaging Reference Systems, 
Inc.), but has slightly different contrast specifications. Con- 
trast was produced by circular holes drilled into the BR 
50/50 breast equivalent material at diameters of 0.25, 0.5, 
0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 4.0 mm. Each hole diameter 
was drilled at nine different depths of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 mm, yielding a square array of 81 
objects. Each D-shaped slab was a semicircular phantom 18 
cm in diameter and 1 cm thick. One D-shaped slab contained 
the contrast-detail pattem; the remainder were identical in 
shape but of uniform thickness and composition. 

Technique factors were recorded for each CD image and 
the corresponding AGD was calculated for each phantom 
thickness using HVL and entrance exposure measurements 
made on the SFM unit.'^'"* 

To calculate techniques for the FFDM imit, a computer 
program was developed to determine the mAs value that 
gave an equal average glandular dose at each target-filter 
and kVp combination for each breast thickness. Half-value 
layer (HVL) and entrance exposure measurements were 
made on both the SFM unit and the FFDM unit at each 
target-filter and kVp to calculate AGD. The computer pro- 
gram was written to take into account any change in system 
performance (output or beam quality) and calculate the exact 
techniques needed to produce the desired average glandular 
dose. 

CD images were then acquired on the FFDM unit using 
manual techniques for kVp values from 23-35 for Mo-Mo, 
23-40 kVp for Mo-Rh, and 25-49 kVp for Rh-Rh, under 
the constraint of keeping AGD constant for a given breast 
thickness. mAs values were chosen to provide the matched 
AGD and images were acquired at approximately every sec- 
ond or third kVp step on the FFDM unit. 

Screen-film CD images were scored by six readers under 
standardized viewing conditions. These included complete 
masking of each CD image and low ambient room lighting 
(<10 lux). Scoring of the CD phantom was done in a stan- 
dardized manner, starting with the highest-contrast row of 
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FIG. 2. Schematic of conbast-detail aica score calculation. The CD score 
was defined as the product of the percent contrast and diameter area, includ- 
ing all detected objects. 

objects, reading from the largest to smallest detectable object 
diameter in that row. An object was judged as "detected" if 
it occurred in the correct location, appeared generally round, 
and was more visible than artifactual "objects" occurring in 
the background of the CD phantom, excluding the locations 
of the 81 test objects. This comparison of detected objects 
against artifacts in the background of the phantom, similar to , 
the method developed for scoring the ACR mammography 
accreditation phantom, was used to guard against overscor- 
ing due to prior knowledge of the location of the test objects 
in the phantom. Once an object was deemed too faint to 
detect, was not generally round, or was less conspicuous than 
artifacts in the background of the phantom, counting was 
stopped and the nimiber of consecutively visible objects in 
that row was recorded. The reviewer then moved on to the 
next row of objects at slightly lower contrast, repeating the 
procedure. The CD score of each image was determined by 
calculating the area of detected objects in CD space (Fig. 2). 
The more low-contrast objects detected, the higher the CD 
score. If no objects were detected, a minimum score of zero 

0J5^ : r- I   I   1   1   I   I   I   I   I   I 

21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 

kVp 

FIG. 4. HVL vs kVp results for the GE Senographe 2000D fiill-field digital 
mammography unit. 

would result; if all 81 objects were detected, a maximum 
score of 17.34 would result. 

FFDM CD images were scored by the same six readers on 
the GE Review Workstation imder optimized viewing condi- 
tions using the same scoring methods described above. Re- 
sults were analyzed for statistical significance using analysis 
of variance methods (SAS Institute, Seattle, WA). CD scores 
were analyzed to assess trends as a function of target-filter 
and kVp using the general linear model (PROC GLM). Two- 
sided t tests were used to compare FFDM to SFM at each 
breast thickness (PROC T-TEST).'' 

III. RESULTS 

Results of HVL measurements for the dose matching 
computer program are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for both the 
GE DMR SFM unit and the GE Senographe 2000D FFDM 
imit. As expected, measured HVLs increased as kVp in- 
creased for each target-filter combination. HVL measure- 
ments were consistent between the SFM imit and FFDM 
unit, with HVL's ranging from 0.30 to 0.43 mm Al for Mo/ 
Mo, 0.34 to 0.50 for Mo/Rh, and 0.38 to 0.62 for Rh/Rh. 

HVLvs.kVp 
GE DMR - Film-Screen 

0.65 

Entrance Exposure per mAs vs. kVp 
GE DMR - Film-Screen 

FIG. 3. HVL vs kVp results for the GE DMR screen-film unit. 

21   23   25   27   29   31   33   35   37   39   41   43   45   47   49 

kVp 

FIG. 5. Exposure output versus kVp results for the GE DMR screen-film 
unit. 
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Entrance Exposure per mAs vs. kVp 
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FIG. 6. Exposure output versus kVp results for the GE Senographe 2000D 
foil field digital manunography unit. 

Results of exposure output measurements used in the dose 
matching program are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for both the 
GE DMR SFM unit and the GE Senographe 2000D FFDM 
unit. As expected, ou^ut in exposure per mAs rose as kVp 
increased for each target-filter combination. Output mea- 
surements were approximately consistent between the SFM 
unit and FFDM unit ranging from 5.0 to 22.4 mR/mAs 
(lmR=2.58xlO~''C/kg) for Mo/Mo, 3.8-25.0 mR/mAs 
for Mo/Rh, and 6.6-38.8 mR/mAs for Rh/Rh across the 
range of kVp values. 

Results of contrast-detail imaging on the screen-film unit 
at 2, 4, 6, and 8 cm breast thicknesses are listed in Table I. 
All images had optical densities between 1.56 and 1.66, 
within the desired OD range for optimal detection of low- 
contrast lesions.'^ 

Results of contrast-detail score measurements on screen- 
film and digital units with different target-filter and kVp 
combinations can be seen in Figs. 7-10. Figure 7 shows 
contrast-detail results of imaging a 2 cm thick breast. For the 
digital mammography system, the highest CD score occurred 
at the lowest possible kVp setting for each target-filter com- 
bination. The optimum digital mammography CD score for 
each of the three target-filters (13.45-13.71) was virtually 
identical to the optimized screen-film CD score (13.75) for 2 
cm thick breasts. The significance of trends in CD scores 
values versus kVp is discussed at the end of this section. 

TABLE I. Optimal screen-fihu techniques with HVL, average glandular dose, 
and optical density results. 

Optimized screen film techniques and data 
2 cm 4 cm 6 cm 8 cm 

Target/filter Mo/Mo Mo/Mo Mo/Rh Rh/Rh 
kVp 25 25 27 28 
mAs 16 85 168 283 
HVL(mmAl) 0.349 0.349 0.421 0.432 
Average glandular 0.39 1.26 2.35 3.85 
dose (mGy) 
Optical density 1.56 1.66 1.58 1.59 

FIG. 7. CD score versus kVp for 2 cm breast thickness. The circular data 
point and error bars surrounding it represent the mean SFM CD score and 
plus and minus one standard deviation. The error bar on the highest FFDM 
CD score represents the mean plus and minus one st^dard deviation for all 
FFDM CD scores at this breast thickness. 

Figure 8 shows CD results for 4 cm thick breasts using 
both SFM and FFDM. Most FFDM CD scores exceeded the 
screen-film CD score for 4 cm thick breasts. Figure 9 shows 
that for 6 cm thick breasts, all FFDM CD scores exceeded 
the optimized screen-film CD score. Figure 10 shows that for 
8 cm thick breasts, FFDM CD scores using Mo-Rh and 
Rh-Rh target-filters were superior to those for SFM. The 
highest CD scores for digital occurred with Rh-Rh, regard- 
less of the kVp selected. 

Optimal digital CD scores are compared to those for SFM 
in Table II. For 2 cm thick breasts, there was no statistical 
distinction between SFM and optimum FFDM CD scores. 
For 4 cm breasts, optimal FFDM CD scores occurred at 24 
kVp for Mo-Mo (14.20), 35 kVp for Mo-Rh (14.38), and 
29 kVp for Rh-Rh (14.36). The optimal FFDM CD score for 
each target-filter was superior to the SFM CD score (p 
=s0.013). For 6 cm breasts, optimum FFDM CD score oc- 

CD Score vs. kVp 
4 cm Breasts 

16 
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2 14 
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FIG. 8. CD score versus kVp for 4 cm breast thickness. The circular data 
point and error bars surrounding it represent the mean SFM CD score and 
plus and minus one standard deviation. The error bar on the highest FFDM 
CD score represents the mean plus and minus one standard deviation for all 
FFDM CD scores at this breast thickness. 
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CD Score vs. kVp 
6 cm Breasts 

-•cmMoOla 

HtCfflMoMl 
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FIG. 9. CD score versus kVp for 6 cm breast thickness. The circular data 
point and error bars surrounding it represent the mean SFM CD score and 
plus and minus one standard deviation. The error bar on the highest FFDM 
CD score represents the mean plus and minus one standard deviation for all 
FFDM CD scores at this breast thickness. 

cvirred for Rh-Rh at 30 kVp and was significantly higher 
than the SFM CD score (13.3 vs. 11.3,^"<0.0001). In fact, 
for 6 cm thick breasts, all FFDM CD scores were higher than 
the SFM CD score (Fig. 9). For 8 cm breasts, optimum 
FFDM CD scores occurred for Rh-Rh at 46 kVp and were 
significantly higher than SFM CD scores (12.9 vs. 9.48, p 
< 0.0001). In general, CD scores for Rh-Rh were higher 
than those for Mo-Mo or Mo-Rh at this breast thickness. 

Trends in CD scores versus kVp at each breast thickness 
and target-filter combination are shown in Table HI. Table 
in indicates that for 2 cm breasts, CD scores tended to drop 
as kVp increased for each target-filter material, but the trend 
was not statistically significant. For 4 cm breasts, CD scores 
also tended to drop as kVp increased; the trend was statisti- 
cally significant, however, only for the Rh-Rh target-filter 
combination (/> = 0.012). For 6 cm thick breasts, no statisti- 
cally significant trend in CD scores occurred for any target- 

13.8 13.5 0.47 
12.8 14.4 0.013 
11.3 13.3 <0.0001 
9.5 12.9 <0.0001 

TABLE II. Mean CD score comparison between screen-film and optimized 
digital techniques. 

Mean CD score comparison underoptimized techniques 
Screen-film Optimal digital 

Breast thickness Mean CD score       Mean CD score        P value 

2 cm 
4 cm 
6 cm 
8 cm 

filter combination. For 8 cm thick breasts, FFDM CD scores 
increased significantly as kVp increased for Mo-Mo and 
Rh-Rh target-filter combinations (p<0.05). 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Low-contrast detection in screen-film mammography was 
shown to be optimized by selecting Mo-Mo target-filter 
combinations for thin to intermediate breasts (under 5 cm) 
and by selecting Rh-Rh for thick breasts (over 7 cm)."*"'^ 
With those .target-filters, low-contrast detection was shown 
to be maximized by picking the lowest kVp that kept expo- 
sure times adequately short (under 2 s) for a given breast 
thickness.'^-'* 

It might be expected that the optimization of technique 
factors in digital mammography would follow similar rules. 
The use of cesium-iodide as the scintillation material in digi- 
tal manmiography, however, instead of the gadolinium ox- 
ysulfide scintillator used in screen-film cassettes, complicates 
the issue. The two materials have different x-ray attenuation 
properties and different energy dependences of attenuation 
properties. In screen-film mammography, screens are re- 
quired to be relatively thin to minimize blur. This, in turn, 
requires lower beam quality to achieve increased x-ray ab- 
sorption. The linear structure of Csl crystals used as the scin- 
tillator in digital mammography reduces blur, so the Csl 
scintillator layer can be thicker, reducing the need for lower 
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Fio. 10. CD score versus kVp for 8 cm breast thickness. The circular data 
point and error bars surrounding it represent the mean SFM CD score and 
plus and minus one standard deviation. The error bar on the highest FFDM 
CD score represents the mean plus and minus one standard deviation for all 
FFDM CD scores at this breast thickness. 

TABLE III. Statistical significance of trends in CD scores versus kVp at each 
breast thickness and target-filter combination. The r-square value refers to 
the Pearson correlation coefficient obtained when a linear fit was performed 
on CD score versus kVp. The p value refers to the significance of the trend 
in CD score versus kVp. 

Trend results for contrast-detail scores versus kVp 
Breast 
thickness        Target/filter      Mean value      R square      Trend p value 

2 cm 

4 cm 

6 cm 

8 cm 

Mo/Mo 13.0 0.855 0.075 
Mo/Rh 12.7 0.576 0.137 
Rh/Rh 12.6 0.813 0.099 
Mo/Mo 13.7 0.440 0.222 
Mo/Rh 13.8 0.119 0.569 
Rh/Rh 13.6 0.824 0.012 
Mo/Mo 12.1 0.068 0.571 
Mo/Rh 12.6 0.045 0.650 
Rh/Rh 13.0 0.147 0.274 
Mo/Mo 9.21 0.793 0.043 
Mo/Rh 10.7 0.001 0.945 
Rhmh 12.2 0.677 0.012 
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beam quality as a means to get increased absorption. The 
higher beam quality used in digital also increases x-ray out- 
put, thereby reducing exposure time for a given breast thick- 
ness. 

The best way to determine that technique factors are op- 
timized for the detection of low-contrast lesions in digital 
mammography is to conduct experiments that replicate the 
clinical situation as closely as possible, using the digital de- 
tector of interest. That has been done in this study using 
phantoms made from tissue-equivalent materials that in- 
cluded simulated low-contrast lesions. 

Our results indicate that for a Csl scintillator and amor- 
phous silicon detector, low-contrast lesion detection is maxi- 
mized by using a softer x-ray beam (relatively low kVp) for 
thin breasts. Contrast-detail results for digital and screen-film 
mammography in thin breasts indicate that FFDM should not 
be expected to yield low-contrast lesion detection superior to 
thatofSFM. 

Our results indicate that for 4 cm thick breasts, low- 
contrast lesion detection was insensitive to the target-filter 
and kVp selected between 25 and 35 kVp. For thick breasts 
(>5 cm thick), on the other hand, low-contrast detection is 
maximized with this detector by selecting a harder x-ray 
beam. Our results indicated that at 6 cm, Rh-Rh at 30-35 
kVp was optimum; at 8 cm, Rh-Rh at 40-46 kVp was op- 
timum. This is due to the combined effect of decreased breast 
absorption (and therefore decreased breast dose) for higher- • 
energy x rays in thicker breasts and higher SNR per imit dose 
for higher-energy x rays. The use of a harder x-ray beam for 
thicker breasts has the added clinical benefit of increasing 
x-ray output, keeping exposure times short. This has been 
confirmed in a separate comparison of FFDM to SFM.'* 

Our results can be compared to others that used different 
techniques to determine optimal beam spectra for digital 
mammography." For the Csl-silicon diode array detector, 
Williams et al. calculated a FOM that was approximately 
constant as a fimction of kVp for all phantom thicknesses 
and target-filter combinations. Moreover, their FOM showed 
no distinction among the 3 different target-filter combina- 
tions for 3 cm thick breasts. Our results at 2 and 4 cm show 
no distinction among target-filter combinations, but our 2 
cm results suggest a trend toward better low-contrast detec- 
tion at lower kVp values. 

For 7 cm thick breasts, the FOM used by Williams et al. 
indicated a preference for a Rh-Rh target-filter, but no kVp 
preference. In agreement with their results, our CD results 
for 8 cm breasts indicate that Rh-Rh is preferable to the 
other two target-filter combinations. In contrast to their re- 
sults, our CD results indicate that higher kVp (up to 45 kVp) 
is preferable for thick breasts. 

The SNR calculations of Williams et al. suggested that 
the Mo-Mo target-filter combination and low kVp was pref- 
erable for 3 cm thick breasts. Our CD resuUs for 2 cm breasts 
concur with their results. Their SNR results found no distinc- 
tion among the three target-filter combinations for thicker (7 
cm thick) breasts, while our CD results find a clear prefer- 
ence for the Rh-Rh target-filter combination and higher 
kVp values for thicker breasts. 

Using Monte Carlo techniques to study contrast as a func- 
tion of dose for different target-filter and kVp combinations, 
Dance et al. determined that only for the thinnest breasts (2 
cm thick) does Mo-Mo provide the optimal spectrum for 
digital mammography. For thicker breasts. Dance et al de- 
termined that other target-filter combinations (Mo-Rh, Rh- 
Rh, Rh-Al, and tungsten-Rh) are preferable in terms of 
maintaining adequate SNR at a lower dose. Our results, ob- 
tained under the condition of constant breast dose for a given 
thickness, indicate that Mo-Rh and Rh-Rh, with even 
higher kVp values than those considered by Dance et al, 
offer better low-contrast detection for breasts thicker than 5 
cm. 

While in this paper we focus on low-contrast detection, 
mammography has the additional task of detecting microcal- 
cifications. Would the conclusions of this paper differ if the 
phantom had consisted entirely of graded microcalcifica- 
tions? The work of Dance et al suggests that for the task of 
maintaining an adequate SNR between calcification arid 
background, alternative target-filter cotnbinations producing 
harder x-ray beams (Mo-Rh, Rh^Rh, Rh-Al, and tungsten- 
Rh) would still be preferable to Mo-Mo for breasts thicker 
than 2 cm, although lower tube potentials (28-30 kVp) 
might yield the best calcification detection. The greater dif- 
ference in absorption between calcifications and soft tissues 
at lower kVp, compared to that between fat and glandular 
tissues, supports this result. 

The contrast-detail phantom used in this study has low- 
contrast targets over a uniform backgroimd. This does not 
fiiily simulate low-contrast detection in breasts, in that the 
phantom lacks the additional structured noise caused by fib- 
roglandular tissues. Thus, in the experiments we have per- 
formed, the dominant source of noise limiting low-contrast 
detection was quantum mottle. The difficulty in simulating 
structured noise in contrast-detail experiments is that, unlike 
quantum mottle, structured noise is spatially variant. Thus, 
the results of CD experiments would vary depending on the 
specific alignment of the CD phantom with the structured 
noise pattern. To avoid this complication, we have included 
only quantum mottle noise effects. We believe that our re- 
sults have clinical relevance, even in the presence of struc- 
tured noise, as long as quantum mottle is not insignificant in 
comparison to structured noise.'^ 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

These results indicate that low-contrast lesion detection is 
optimized for a Csl silicon diode array detector under the 
constraint of the fixed breast dose by using a softer x-ray 
beam for thin breasts and a harder x-ray beam for thick 
breasts. Under this constraint, FFDM CD scores were supe- 
rior to SFM CD scores for all but the thinnest breasts. 
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